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**X-BAND**: Expiration-band for anonymizing varied data streams

Ankhbayar Otgonbayar, Zeeshan Pervez, Senior Member IEEE and Keshav Dahal, Senior Member IEEE

**Abstract**—The Internet-of-Things (IoT) has formed a whole new layer of the world built on internet, reaching every connected devices, actuators and sensors. Many organizations utilize IoT data streams for research and development purposes. To make value out of these data streams, the data handling party must ensure the privacy of the individuals. The most common approach to provide privacy preservation is anonymization. IoT data provides varied data streams due to the nature of the individual’s preference and versatile devices pool. The conventional single tuple expiration driven sliding window method is not adequate to provide efficient anonymization. Furthermore, minimization of missingness has to be considered for the varied data stream anonymization. Therefore, we propose X-BAND algorithm that utilizes the new expiration-band mechanism for handling varied data streams to achieve efficient anonymization, and we introduce weighted distance function for X-BAND to reduce missingness of published data. Our experiment on real datasets shows that X-BAND is effective and efficient compared to famous conventional anonymization algorithm FADS. X-BAND demonstrated 5% to 11% and 1% to 3% less information loss on real dataset *Adult* and *PM2.5* respectively while performing similar on clustering, comparable to re-using suppression and runtime. Also, the new weighted distance function is effective for reducing missingness for anonymization.

**Index Terms**—Anonymization, Data streams, Internet-of-Things, Missing data, K-anonymity

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments of information technology and electronics has expanded the capability of automation to the whole new level called Internet-of-things (IoT). This innovation created an enormous network of internet enabled devices which are used to monitor and manage factories, buildings, machines and almost anything that can be combined with sensors, actuators and embedded computers. Tremendous amounts of information are transferred in the form of data streams in the IoT data-sphere. Moreover, harvesting and utilizing data from this extensive data rich environment can help organizations to improve their performance. For example, smart thermostat data can be analyzed to provide efficient heating plan for homes, smart car data to optimize traffic control of smart cities and safety of the drivers.

Nevertheless, profiting from these versatile and private information without violating personal privacy is one of the primary concerns for IoT. Each individual’s privacy is at risk when their identity is disclosed to service providers for analytical purposes, a malicious service provider can exploit this information to covertly learn personal information by combining the data with other available or already comprised sources e.g., electoral register, information shared on deep web etc. Therefore, data sanitization is compulsory for IoT data utilization, and the data anonymization is the well-known data sanitization approach to achieve privacy preservation. This technique replaces or removes the information which can be exploited by an attacker to breach the privacy of individual, thus, ensuring the information of individual is published without the risk of privacy disclosure. Confidential or identifier information which must not be published to the public domain is called sensitive information such as social security number, bank details and phone number. However, removing sensitive information does not make publishing data privacy preserved, there is a type of non-sensitive information called quasi-identifier which can lead to privacy leak. Quasi-identifiers (QID hereafter) are not sensitive on their own, however, can be exploited by attackers by combining or correlating with other quasi-identifiers to create unique identifier for privacy attack. Therefore, QID must be anonymized before publication. For example: in healthcare dataset, address, age, race, gender and disease are regarded as QID.

Anonymization replaces or removes the values of QIDs and creates an uncertainty to ensure the privacy of individuals. The quality of anonymization is measured by information loss which measures the amount of uncertainty in the published information. There are two major classes of anonymization; dataset anonymization and data stream anonymization. Dataset anonymization is performed on pre-recorded data and the main objective of anonymizing dataset is to publish the dataset under specified privacy constraints with minimum information loss. On the other hand, data streams are received in sequential order and required to be processed dynamically. However, the task of anonymizing data streams is to find the balance where the publication delay is minimum, while anonymizing with minimum information loss. The quality of anonymizing data streams is defined by a tradeoff between the information loss and the publication delay. Therefore, the data stream is required to be anonymized in a dynamic environment with fast and consistent publication.

The sliding window is the most adequate technique for handling such operations. This technique keeps data stream anonymization algorithms consistent and memory tolerant when dealing with fast and high dimensional data streams. There are two types of sliding window: count-based and time-based. In count-based sliding window, data are accumulated in the size...
constrained window and the anonymization is performed when the count-window is full. In contrast, for time-based sliding window, data are accumulated in the time constrained window and the anonymization is performed when the oldest tuple in the sliding window is expiring.

In IoT, every participating individual has one or more number of internet enabled sensing or actuating devices (e.g., fitness watch, smart speakers and smart car) those are used at any time for any duration which are not bounded to globally defined usage pattern. Therefore, data streams from IoT contain missing values, and there are four main factors that cause data missingness in IoT data streams:

- **Individual’s choice of devices**: individuals have different collection of devices depending of their preferences.
- **Different usage pattern**: individuals can choose to use any devices at any time.
- **User-defined information sharing control**: individuals can define the data sharing preferences of their devices.
- **Uncertain environment condition**: malfunction or loss of connection can occur under harsh uncontrollable condition of environment.

Therefore, we call IoT data stream as varied data stream due to the varying pattern of their QIDs those appear on each tuples of missing data streams generated from IoT [21], [25], [28]. Anonymizing data with missing values is an interesting area for researchers [28]–[32]. Analytics must identify the cause of missingness before processing the data for anonymization. There are three main types of missingness [29], [33], [34]:

- **Not Missing At Random (NMAR)**: the missingness is occurring based on incidents that are evident.
- **Missing At Random (MAR)**: the missingness is occurring based on incidents that are occurred randomly.
- **Missing Completely At Random (MCAR)**: the missingness is occurring at absolute random.

Moreover, researchers found three main technique to handle missing values for anonymization:

- **Imputation**: missing values are replaced with counterfeit values for anonymization [28], [32], [33].
- **Marginalization**: missing values are ignored for anonymization [26], [34].
- **Partitioning**: data is separated to independent partitions regarding their description [21], [35].

The biggest challenge of anonymizing varied data stream is to deal with the missing values while publishing with minimum, information loss, delay and missingness. Standard sliding window is an adequate solution for regular data stream anonymization which scans the data once then anonymizes based on the data distributions [19], [20], [25], [36]. On the other hand, for varied data stream, the difficulty of anonymization is more challenging due to missing values. However, sliding window is designed to run an anonymization iteration when tuples are expiring. Each iteration finds the best anonymization for the single expiring tuple, and this type of method can result high information loss if the expiring tuple is an outlier, wasting valuable computational time for inefficient anonymization i.e., an anonymized tuple with high information loss. Therefore, we extend the sliding window anonymization by introducing the expiration-band and propose framework for anonymizing varied data streams under time-based sliding window called X-BAND and introduce new distance function for anonymizing varied data streams with minimum missingness.

A general scheme of the X-BAND framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The basic idea of X-BAND is to anonymize a cluster that results in a least information loss among the clusters that are created for each tuple in expiration-band under time band sliding window. This allows varied data stream to overcome the deficiency of the standard sliding window and optimize the anonymization of varied data streams. For clustering, we utilize K-nearest neighbor (KNN hereafter) [57] with weighted distance function that considers the QIDs similarity and attributes distance to minimize the missingness of clusters. As shown in Fig. 1 T is the size of expiration-band. When tuple in the sliding window expires, it runs clustering for all tuples in expiration-band using KNN. Then, the cluster generating the least information loss is anonymized and published. After publication, tuples of expiration-band those are received before any published tuple in the anonymization round is transferred to the time constrained temporary set called the pocket - this mechanism helps to publish varied data stream without distorting the arrival order of the tuples. Also, pocket gives more chance of publication for the expired tuples which are not selected in the clustering anonymization from the expiration-band. However, all anonymization round tries to utilize tuples of the pocket for anonymization. For efficiency, similar to other data stream anonymization approaches, tuples of pocket is attempted for anonymization using recently published K-anonymous clusters for each round. However, if the tuple expires in the pocket according to the time constraint of a pocket, then, it is suppressed and published. More details of the X-BAND algorithm, expiration band, pocket mechanism and distance function are explained in Section IV.

The experiments on real datasets Adult and PM2.5 demonstrated the effectiveness of the expiration-band mechanism applied for varied data stream anonymization. Expired-band significantly helped data streams to be anonymized with
less information loss while performing in comparable time compared to conventional varied data stream anonymization approach. Also, the effect of the new normalized weighted distance function for varied data streams are proving to be accurate in terms of forming clusters with less missing values.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work. Section III introduces the basic concept of varied data stream along with the definition of the expiration-band. Section IV explains the X-BAND algorithm in detail. Section V demonstrates the experiment result. Finally, paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Data stream anonymization

Data stream is received in sequential order and it is to be anonymized on the fly. Therefore, researchers implemented dynamic technique called sliding window to perform data stream anonymization. There are two types of sliding window: count-based and time-based. The early attempts of the data stream anonymization exploited specialization tree. Wang et al. [38], propose the algorithm SWAF that builds specialization tree when tuple is received and run top-down greedy approach to find the best K-anonymous cluster for expiring tuple under time based sliding window. Also, in [39] Jianzhong et al., presented another specialization tree based algorithm SKY. This algorithm searches the most specific specialization tree node for newly arriving tuple, then it checks if the tree node is eligible to anonymize the newly arrived tuple. Otherwise, the tuple is held until their corresponding specialization tree node accumulates enough tuples to satisfy K-anonymity.

Zhou et al. [36], introduce three step generalization method for anonymizing data streams. In the first step, they have propose an algorithm with a randomization feature which makes publication decisions based on the information loss of cluster generalizations. In the second step, they enhance the publication decision by considering the distribution of the data stream. Finally, to further reduce the information loss, they examine the potential of publishing with future tuples for every tuple arriving. The authors consider that uncertainty based publication decision may be ineffective. In addition, they highlight that utilization of tuples distribution is vital for data stream anonymization and proposed a new feature to the algorithm that considers distribution of tuples. Their new feature prioritizes to publish tuples from sparsely populated area before tuples from densely populated area.

Cao et al., propose CASTLE data stream anonymization algorithm in [17]. CASTLE handles data stream under count-based sliding window. Newly arriving tuples are assigned to new or existing clusters depending on the cluster enlargement cost. The cluster enlargement is measured on the gain of information loss that occurred when adding new tuples to an existing cluster. In CASTLE, information loss of any cluster must not exceed \( \tau \), therefore, a new cluster is created if none of the clusters found generate less than \( \tau \) information loss to accommodate the tuple. According to count-based sliding window, tuple expires when the size of sliding window reaches \( \delta \). Each expiring tuple is published instantly if its residing cluster satisfies \( K \)-anonymity, otherwise merge and split operation is called to create \( K \)-anonymous cluster for publication of the expiring tuples. Moreover, to reduce anonymization cost, CASTLE utilizes re-using strategy to anonymize newly arriving tuples using generalization information of recently published \( K \)-anonymous clusters.

Hessam and Sylvia introduce FAANST [20], a count-based sliding window algorithm for numeric data streams. The main purpose of this algorithm is to enhance data quality. Therefore, they introduced \( \Delta \), information loss constraint of clusters. When sliding window is full, FAANST uses K-means algorithm to create clusters then it publishes \( K \)-anonymous clusters those having less than \( \Delta \) information loss. Re-using strategy is used to reduce information loss. FAANST outperform CASTLE in terms of time complexity and information loss.

Wang et al. [18], identify that CASTLE [17] created few huge clusters when applied on data streams, causing frequent split operations. The merge and split operations are costly, in terms of time complexity and information loss. To address this issue, they propose B-CASTLE, they set a threshold on cluster size and applying correlation distance to select merging clusters. B-CASTLE shows higher quality anonymization in shorter time.

Guo et al. [19], propose time based sliding window algorithm FADS to resolve the issues of CASTLE. They identify overload of clusters in CASTLE when receiving homogeneous data streams having non-negligible time difference between arriving tuples. Also, they mention that complicated merge and split operations of CASTLE are not essential for data stream anonymization since the size of the generated cluster is fixed by \( K \). They solve these issues by setting time constraints for sliding window, utilizing re-usable clusters in the memory, and by running KNN on expiring tuples to form a \( K \)-anonymous cluster.

Adorenke et al. [40], mention that the high information loss can occur when data stream is intermittent. They propose an adaptive buffer resizing anonymization scheme for resource constrained environment to anonymize streaming crime data. They predict the data arrival rate to resize the buffer to minimize the information loss. For the calculation of data arrival rate they utilize Poisson probability model [41] by assuming the data streams as a sequence of events occurred in a fixed time interval.

B. Missing data handling

Missing data handling is one of the most important topics of data scientists [28], [29], [33], [34]. Ciglic et al. [35], mentioned that the term indistinct matching for the missing (NULL) values are not explicitly defined in the context of the \( K \)-anonymity. Therefore, they defined three NULL matching schemes for the dataset containing missing values which are:

- **Basic match:** NULL values do not match with NULL values, nor with any other value.
- **Extended match:** NULL values match with NULL values.
- **Maybe match:** NULL values match with any value, including NULL values.
Moreover, there are three main problems that missing data causes: creates substantial amount of information bias, makes data handling and analysis formidable, and inefficiency. Imputation, marginalization and partitioning approaches are predominantly used to address the aforementioned issues.

**Imputation:** Imputation is a well-known method for handling missing values in statistical analysis. During imputation, missing values of varied data stream are replaced by pre-calculated representative values. Imputation is classified into two types: single imputation and multiple imputation. Single imputation replaces missing data with other values once. In contrast, multiple imputation consolidates the analysis of the multiple different imputations of the missing values. Imputation helps to repair the missing values of the data for the anonymization and amplifies the uncertainty of anonymized data creating more information loss. If the imputation amount for a cluster is less compared to its size, then anonymization with imputation results in more secure privacy preservation while repairing the missing values. However, imputation based anonymization cannot tolerate high amount of missingness in the data stream. Because, the uncertainty of anonymized data makes more challenging to analyze due to the high amount of imputation noise.

**Marginalization:** In marginalization, missing values are ignored and processed as a NULL, and it is anonymized as part of range attributes and node of the generalization hierarchy tree of categorical attributes. The major problem of the marginalization based approaches is the excessive amount of missing values in the published clusters. However, this method helps to publish data without adding or removing any information to the original data, therefore, moderate use of this method is the best option for handling missing values. To achieve better anonymization for varied data streams, the focus should be on minimizing information loss and missingness.

**Partitioning:** Dataset with missing values can be divided to multiple complete datasets, and each dataset can be anonymized by conventional anonymization approaches. Partitioning method is not cost efficient when dataset has excessive amounts of missing values compared to their size. Nevertheless, this technique helps us to publish solid clusters without any missing values while ensuring a privacy preservation. Ciglic et al. utilized Basic-match to K-anonymize dataset containing NULL values, and proposed a partitioning based anonymization algorithm ANON. In this algorithm, dataset is split into separate partitions based on tuples’ attribute description, and then best-first-search is executed to find the optimal anonymization for each partition.

Moreover, suppression-based methods can be called as anonymization algorithm which suppresses tuples’ attribute to provide privacy preservation. Wang et al. propose two transactional data stream anonymization approach based on generalization and suppression to satisfy $\rho$-uncertainty. They identify that, addition or deletion of transaction record may break the $\rho$-uncertainty for the sliding window. Therefore, they introduce affected sensitive rule trie to overcome the above mentioned issue.

### III. ANONYMIZING VARIED DATA STREAM

In this section, we introduce the concept of varied data stream anonymization under sliding window with expiration-band. In conventional data streaming, each tuple has same fixed attributes with no missing values; whereas, in varied data stream one or more attributes can be missing. Therefore, tuples of varied data streams contain varying combination of QIDs.

**Definition 1 (Quasi-identifiers of data stream)** Suppose $q_1, q_2, ..., q_n$ are the known quasi-identifiers attributes of data stream. Then, quasi-identifiers set of data stream is defined as follows: $Q = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_n\}$.

**Definition 2 (Tuple of data stream)** Assume, $id_t$ is identity of an individual who is feeding their information to the data stream, $Q_t = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_m\}$ be a set of quasi-identifiers’ information arrived from $id_t$ and $ts_t$ be a arrival timestamp of the information. Therefore, tuple of data stream received at timestamp $ts_t$ from $id_t$ is defined as $t(id_t, Q_t, ts_t)$.

In traditional data streams, tuples are received without any missing values. In contrast, for varied data streams, tuples are received with one or more missing values. Therefore, varied data stream is defined in the following definition.

**Definition 3 (Varied data stream)** Let quasi-identifier set $Q = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_n\}$ be the total pool of quasi-identifiers those value might be received in the tuple. The definition of the varied data stream is defined as $VS(id, Q, ts)$ where $id$ is the identity information of individual, $Q_i \ (Q_i \subseteq Q)$ is the quasi-identifiers set of tuple received at the timestamp $ts_i$.

**Definition 4 (Cluster of varied data streams)** Let $S_t$ be a set of tuples of the varied data stream $VS$ and $Q_c$ denotes the total set of quasi-identifiers those appeared in the tuples of $S_t$. Therefore, a cluster $C$ of varied data stream $VS$ is $C(Q_c) = \{t(id_t, Q_t, ts_t) \ | \ t \in S_t, Q_t \subseteq Q_c\}$.

In , the definition of the $K$-anonymity is stated as: Each release of data must be such that every combination of values of QIDs can be indistinctly matched to at least K individuals. Based on the original definition of the $K$-anonymity, we define the $K$-anonymous cluster of the varied data streams as follows:

**Definition 5 (K-Anonymous cluster)** Let $C(Q_c)$ be a cluster generated from a varied data stream $VS$ and let $\sim$ be a match predicate on $C(Q_c)$. $C(Q_c)$ is called a K-anonymous cluster with respect to $\sim$ when $\forall t \in C(Q_c) : |\{t' | t \sim t'\}| \geq K$.

**Definition 6 (K-anonymized varied data stream)** Let $VS(id, Q_t, ts)$ be a varied data stream, and $VS_{out}$ be an anonymization of varied data stream $VS$. If following conditions are met, then we call $VS_{out}$ is K-anonymized varied data stream: a)

1. For $\forall t \in VS, \exists t' \in VS_{out}$ corresponds to $t$.
2. For $\forall t' \in VS_{out}, D(C(Q'_t)) \geq k$, when $C(Q'_t)$ is a $K$-anonymous cluster containing $t'$ which belongs to
\[ V_{\text{Out}}. \text{ DI counts the number of distinct values of the tuples’ ids in } C(Q_i'). \]

**Definition 7 (Maybe-match)*** Let \( t_1(\text{pid}, Q_1) \) and \( t_2(\text{pid}, Q_2) \) be a tuple of varied data stream \( VS \), and \( Q_m = Q_1 \cup Q_2 \). Then the maybe-match is defined as:

\[
t_1 \sim_m t_2 \iff \forall q \in Q_m : t_1[q] = t_2[q] \lor (t_1[q] \text{ is NULL } \lor t_2[q] \text{ is NULL})
\]  
(1)

The generalization of varied data stream clusters must consider the different set of \( QIDs \) of its tuples, whereas traditional data stream anonymization only considers values of its \( QIDs \). Therefore, cluster generalization of varied data stream must be able to handle missingness while maintaining the anonymity. Therefore, we define following cluster generalization for varied data stream clusters based on the Maybe-match(see definition 7) defined in [8]. As discussed in [55], maybe match based \( K \)-anonymity is vulnerable against hampering reconstruction and NULL identifier attack; however, in varied data stream, it is impossible to identify the reason of the missingness of each receiving tuples due the causes explained in the Section [I].

**Table I:** Tuples’ selection to create a 3-anonymous cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t_1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_3</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definition 8 (Maybe-match based cluster generalization)*** Suppose \( G'_c(G_1, G_2, ..., G_m) \) is a generalization of the varied data stream cluster \( C(Q_m) \), then, we define the maybe match based generalization of each \( QID \) of \( Q_m \) as follows.

1. \( g_i = [r_{i,\text{min}}, r_{i,\text{max}}] \), where \( r_{i,\text{min}}, r_{i,\text{max}} \) is the minimum(maximum) of the values of all tuples in \( C \) that have attribute values on \( q_i \). Where \( q_i \) is a numeric attribute.

2. \( g_i = H_{i,\text{lowest}} \) where \( H_{i,\text{lowest}} \) is the lowest common ancestor of the \( v_{q_i} \) values of the tuples in cluster \( C \) that have values on \( q_i \). If \( q_i \) is a categorical attribute.

**Table II:** Maybe match based 3-anonymous cluster after generalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t_1</td>
<td>[26-30]</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>[165-172]</td>
<td>[69-75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_2</td>
<td>[26-30]</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>[165-172]</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_3</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>[165-172]</td>
<td>[69-75]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us explain the cluster generalization for tuples with missing data. Table [I] contains three tuples that are grouped into a 3-anonymous cluster, \( \text{null} \) denotes the missing value. \( t_1 \) has no missing value, \( t_2 \) and \( t_3 \) have missing value on \( \text{Age} \) and \( \text{Weight} \) \( QIDs \) respectively. The generalization hierarchy of \( \text{Gender} \) is defined in [16]. According to definition [8], generalization of each \( QID \) is calculated as follows. \( G_{\text{Age}} = [26 - 30], G_{\text{Gender}} = \text{Gender}, G_{\text{Height}} = [165 - 172] \) and \( G_{\text{Weight}} = [69 - 75] \). Therefore, cluster generalization of \( t_1, t_2 \) and \( t_3 \) is \( G_{\text{table1}}([26 - 30], \text{Gender}, [165 - 172], [69 - 75]) \). In the Table [II] generalized version of Table [I] is illustrated.

**Definition 9 (Information loss of tuple)** The calculation of information loss occurred during generalization of \( t(pid, Q_i) \) to \( G_i(g_1, g_2, ..., g_m) \) is defined as:

\[
\text{InfoLoss}(t, G_i) = \frac{1}{|G_i|} \left( \sum_{q_i \in Q_i} \text{Loss}(q_i^t) \right)
\]  
(2)

Where \( \text{Loss}(q_i^t) \) is the information loss of quasi-identifier \( q_i \) caused by the generalization \( g_i \), which is defined as:

\[
\text{Loss}(q_i^t) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{r_{i,l} - r_{i,u}}{|r_{i,l} - r_{i,u}|} - 1 & \text{if } g_i \in [r_{i,l}, r_{i,u}] \\
1 & \text{if } g_i = H 
\end{cases}
\]  
(3)

Where \([r_{i,l}, r_{i,u}] \) is the value domain of a numeric attribute \( q_i \), \( DGH_i \) is the domain graph hierarchy(DGH) of a categorical attribute \( q_i \), \{leaves\}(\text{H}_i)\} and \{leaves\}(\text{DGH}_i)\} is the number of nodes of a tree rooted on \( \text{H}_i \) and \( \text{DGH}_i \).

The quality of the anonymization algorithm is measured by the average information loss caused by the anonymization of the data stream. We define it as:

**Definition 10 (Average information loss)** The average information loss of anonymizing first \( N \) tuples of varied data stream is defined as:

\[
\text{AverageInfoLoss}(N) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{InfoLoss}(t_i, G_i)
\]  
(4)

Where \( G_i \) is generalization of a tuple \( t_i \).

**IV. X-BAND: Expiration-band for anonymizing varied data streams**

Anonymizing varied data streams is more challenging than anonymization of regular data streams. Regular data streams anonymization approaches are only performed to publish the cluster with the least information loss, and this is easier to accomplish when only distribution of data is considered for the clustering. Therefore, single scanning of tuples is enough for the processing. In contrast, for varied data streams, distortion of missing values can affect the performance of clustering and multiple scanning of the tuples is required to achieve efficient anonymization. The main idea of expiration band is to extend the mechanism of expiration tuple in sliding window into expiration band to create an opportunity of multiple scanning to find the best cluster for the anonymization. The size of expiration band is controlled by the constraint \( \Gamma \). The expiration band trades small amount of calculation time for better anonymization. Unlike traditional sliding window approaches, to avoid extensive number of suppressions, pocket structure is utilized to temporary hold the expired tuples from expiration window for the future clustering. This pocket-ing strategy gives a second chance to any expired tuple of expiration band. In the following, the inner workings of expiration band and pocket are explained.
Definition 11 (Expiration band $\Gamma$). Let $\delta$ be a time constraint for sliding window. When the oldest tuple of the sliding window is expiring according to $\delta$, then $\Gamma$ number of the oldest tuples are automatically become the tuples of the expiration band. For example, if $\Gamma=1$ then only the expiring tuple is considered as the expiration band.

A. Distance function

As we discussed earlier, multiple scanning is required to perform better anonymization. Moreover, only measuring attribute value distance between two tuples is not adequate for the varied data stream anonymization. Therefore, $QIDs$’ dissimilarity must be also used for measuring distance for $KNN$ to minimize the missingsness of $K$-anonymous clusters. We utilize the Jaccard distance [51] for calculation of the dissimilarity of two tuples. In the following definition, the distance function of two tuples in varied data stream anonymization is defined using both, attribute value distance and Jaccard distance. We used normalized weight function to control and balance the influence of the core metrics of distance function.

Definition 12 (Attribute values distance) The attribute value distance between two tuples $t_1(pid, Q_1)$ and $t_2(pid, Q_2)$ is calculated on common $QIDs$ both $t_1$ and $t_2$ posses.

$$\text{AttributeDistance}(t_1, t_2) = \sum_{q_i \in |Q_1 \cap Q_2|} d_i(q_i)$$

$$d_i(q_i) = \begin{cases} \frac{|r_{1,i} - r_{2,i}|}{|r_{1,i} - r_{2,i}| + |r_{1,i} - r_{2,i}|} & \text{if } q_i \text{ is numerical} \\ \frac{|leaves(H_i)| - 1}{|leaves(DGH_i)| - 1} & \text{if } q_i \text{ is categorical} \end{cases}$$

Definition 13 (Jaccard distance) Let $t_1$ and $t_2$ be the tuples having attributes on $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ respectively. Their Jaccard distance is calculated as:

$$\text{Jaccard}(t_1, t_2) = \frac{|Q_1 \cup Q_2| - |Q_1 \cap Q_2|}{|Q_1 \cup Q_2|}$$

Definition 14 (Distance between two tuples) The distance between two tuples $t_1(pid, Q_1)$ and $t_2(pid, Q_2)$ is defined as follows:

$$\text{Distance}(t_1, t_2) = \alpha \times \text{AttributeDistance}(t_1, t_2) + \beta \times \text{Jaccard}(t_1, t_2)$$

where $\alpha + \beta = 1$, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are user defined weights.

B. X-BAND algorithm

The details of X-BAND are given in Algorithm 1. X-BAND has five parameters: the varied data stream $VS$, $K$-anonymity degree $K$, sliding window time constraint $\delta$, time constraint for re-using $K$-anonymized clusters $\omega$ and the size of expiration-band $\Gamma$. Firstly, X-BAND reads tuples from $VS$ and stores in the buffer $S_t$ with received timestamp attached and updates each range of numeric $QIDs$. Then, if the oldest tuple of $S_t$ is expiring, X-BAND removes the generalization information of $K$-anonymous clusters those existed more than $\omega$ from the recently published re-usable $K$-anonymous cluster set $S_k$, and invokes the procedure $\text{TriggerPublish}()$ for publication. The details of procedure $\text{TriggerPublish}()$ are described in Algorithm 2. When no tuples are received, X-BAND calls $\text{TriggerPublish}()$ to publish remaining tuples in $S_t$. Finally, the remaining tuples of the pocket $P_t$ are processed by $\text{SuppressAnonymization}(t)$. The details of procedure $\text{SuppressAnonymization}(t)$ are shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 1 $X-BAND(VS, K, \delta, \omega, \Gamma)$

1: Let $S_t$ be a set of tuples that acts as buffer, initialized empty;
2: Let $S_k$ be a set of $K$-anonymous re-usable clusters which are expiring in $\omega$, initialized empty;
3: Let $P_t$ be a pocket of tuples expires in $\delta$, initialized empty;
4: while $VS \neq NULL$ do
5: Read a tuple $t_q$ from $VS$ and insert it to $S_t$;
6: Remove re-usable clusters that exist longer than or equal to $\omega$;
7: if Oldest tuple in buffer is expiring then
8: $\text{TriggerPublish}()$;
9: end if
10: end while
11: while $S_p \neq NULL$ do
12: $\text{TriggerPublish}()$;
13: end while
14: while $P_t \neq NULL$ do
15: $t$ be the oldest tuple of $P_t$.
16: $\text{SuppressAnonymization}(t)$;
17: end while

The details of procedure $\text{TriggerPublish}()$ are presented in Algorithm 2. If the size of $S_t$ is not less than $K + \Gamma$ then it is possible to find $K$-1 neighbours for each tuple of the expiration-band (see Definition 11). Therefore it forms $K$-anonymous cluster for each tuple of expiration-band using $KNN$ and then chooses the cluster with minimum information loss for publication. In contrast, if size of the $S_t$ is within the range of $[K, K + \Gamma]$ then it forms $K$-anonymous clusters for the oldest $|S_t| - K$ number of expiring tuples using $KNN$, then publishes the cluster that results in a minimum information loss. At the end of any new $K$-anonymous cluster’s publication, the tuples those are received before any anonymized tuples of expansion-band are transferred from $S_t$ into $P_t$ which will act as a pocket. This helps to regulate anonymization of data stream by preventing multiple expiration on a single tuple and maintains the sequential order in approximate deviation. To reduce information loss, generalization information of each published $K$-anonymous cluster is inserted to $S_k$ for re-using purposes.

Finally, if the size of $S_t$ is not eligible to produce $K$-anonymous cluster for expiring tuple - this occurs when the data stream is ended or interrupted for uncertain duration. $\text{SuppressAnonymization}()$ (see Algorithm 3) is called to publish the expiring tuple by re-using generalization information of recently anonymized clusters, otherwise, the expiring tuple is suppressed. The suppression is the extreme form of anonymization that removes all the values of a tuple – suppression means that the values of a tuple are completely
Algorithm 2 $TriggerPublish()$

1: $C_{gen}$ be the set of cluster
2: if $|S_t| \geq K + \Gamma$ then
3: for each tuple $t'$ of expiration-band do
4: Create cluster $C_{new}$ by using $KNN$ on both $S_t$ and $C_t$ and add it to $C_{gen}$
5: end for
6: else if $K \leq |S_t| < K + \Gamma$ then
7: for each tuple $t'$ of expiration-band do
8: Create cluster $C_{new}$ by using $KNN$ on both $S_t$ and $C_t$ and add it to $C_{gen}$
9: end for
10: $C_{best}$ be the cluster from $C_{gen}$ that has the minimum information loss
11: Publish $C_{best}$ and add it to $S_k$.
12: Remove tuples of $C_{best}$ from $S_t$.
13: Move tuples from expiration-band those are received before any published tuple to $P_g$.
14: else
15: $SuppressAnonymization(t)$
16: end if
17: if $|P_t| \neq \text{NULL}$ & oldest tuple $t$ stayed more than $\delta$ in $P_t$ then
18: $SuppressAnonymization(t)$.
19: end if

unknown to the data handler. For X-BAND, it only performed on the expired tuples of the pocket that did not get published by re-use anonymization.

Algorithm 3 $SuppressAnonymization(t)$

1: Find $K$-anonymous cluster $C_k$ from $S_k$ which covers $t$ with minimum information loss
2: if $C_k$ found then
3: Use cluster generalization of $C_k$ to publish $t'$;
4: else
5: Suppress $t'$ and publish
6: end if
7: Remove $t'$ from $P'$

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to measure the performance of $X - \text{BAND}$ algorithms, we compared it with $FADS$ [19]. The $FADS$ is the fastest and well-known algorithm for anonymizing data streams. To run $FADS$ on varied data streams, we implemented marginalization for $FADS$ for handling missing values of varied data streams. We used $Adult$[1] and $PM2.5$ Data of Five Chinese cities[2] datasets for evaluation. $Adult$ dataset is widely used to evaluate the anonymization algorithms [17]–[21] and it has fourteen $QIDs$ containing eight categorical and six numeric attributes which are: education, marital-status, work-class, occupation, relationship, race, gender, country and age, final-weight, education-number.

capital-gain, capital-loss. The generalization hierarchy of eight categorical attributes are defined in [16], and summary of $Adult$ dataset is described in Table [III]. We used 30,000 tuples of $Adult$ dataset for the experiment.

TABLE III: $QID$ descriptions of $Adult$ dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final-weight</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>13769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education-number</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital-gain</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital-loss</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours-per-week</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital-status</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-class</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $PM2.5$ Data of Five Chinese cities ($PM2.5$ hereafter) is a meteorological data recorder in Chinese Five cities using IoT sensors. We used each dataset of five cities for the experiment. The selected $QIDs$ of $PM2.5$ dataset consist of two categorical and ten numerical attributes which are: season, wind-direction (combined-wind-direction) and first-post($PM2.5$), second-post($PM2.5$), third-post($PM2.5$), dew-point, temperature, humidity, pressure, wind-speed(cumulated-wind-speed), h-precipitation(hourly-precipitation), c-precipitation(cumulated-precipitation). The generalization hierarchy of two categoric attributes are defined in [21], a summary of $PM2.5$ dataset is described in Table [IV]. For the experiment on $PM2.5$ data, we utilized the original data consist of over 250,000 tuples across the five separate files which contains naturally occurred missing values.

TABLE IV: $QID$ descriptions of $PM2.5$ dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First-post</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-post</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-post</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dew-point</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind-speed</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-precipitation</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-precipitation</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind-Direction</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To imitate consistent and continues data flow of data streams each tuple is retrieved from dataset with the delay of 500ms. All algorithms are implemented in Java. The experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ with 16GB RAM and Windows 10x64 with JDK8.0.
Along the lines of the previous works [19], [21], [25], we have selected the following parameters for the experiment that are shown in Table V. In the table, \( K \) represents the \( K \)-anonymity, \( \delta \) is the time constraint of sliding window, \( \omega \) is the time constraint for the pocket and re-usable \( K \)-anonymous clusters. In the experiment results graphs, for \( X\text{-BAND}(x) \), \( x \) indicates the expiration-band parameter \( \Gamma \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-VARP</td>
<td>( K=50, \delta=1000, \omega=1000 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-BAND</td>
<td>( K=50, \delta=1000, \omega=1000 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed comprehensive analysis on the impact of a increased \( \Gamma \) in anonymization quality and runtime for \( X\text{-BAND} \) to select the \( \Gamma \) values for the experiment. In the experiment evaluation, \( \Gamma \) is set \( \{4, 6, 8, 10\} \) and \( \{2, 4, 6\} \) for \( \text{Adult} \) and \( \text{PM2.5} \) dataset respectively. To study the effect of the distance measurement for \( KNN \) (Definition [14]) we executed each experiment on distance function with \( \text{four} \) varying weights of \( \alpha\{1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25\} \) and \( \beta\{0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75\} \) respectively.

### A. Information loss

In Fig. 2(a) we illustrated the information loss of \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) having four different expiration-band sizes respectively \( \text{four, six, eight and ten} \) executed on \( \text{four} \) different distance function settings on \( \text{Adult} \) dataset. The average information loss is calculated using equation (4). \( \text{FADS} \) demonstrated higher information loss compared to any variations of \( X\text{-BAND} \). Due to the nature of the expiration-band mechanism, information loss of \( X\text{-BAND} \) is reduced when \( \Gamma \) is increased. Moreover, we can see gradual increase of difference in information loss between \( X\text{-BAND} \) when the missingness of data is increasing. \( X\text{-BAND}(10) \) produced 5% less information loss compared to \( FADS \) when data have at most one missing value in their tuples, whereas \( X\text{-BAND}(10) \) showed 11% less information loss when the data have at most 10 missing values in their tuples. Moreover, increase of \( \beta \) leads to higher information loss of anonymization for both algorithms and this shows the effect of \( QIDs \) dissimilarity aspect of the distance function.

In Fig. 2(b) we demonstrated the information loss of \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) having three different expiration-band sizes respectively \( \text{two, four and six} \) executed on \( \text{PM2.5} \) data with four distance function settings on \( \text{PM2.5} \) dataset. Overall, \( \text{FADS} \) demonstrated slightly higher information loss compared to the three difference variations of \( X\text{-BAND} \). The average difference of information loss between \( FADS \) and \( X\text{-BAND}(6) \) is around 3%. Also, similar to the experiment on \( \text{Adult} \) dataset, increase of \( \alpha \) causes lesser information loss. Moreover, on \( \text{PM2.5} \) data, overall information loss is around 18% to 21% on four cities data: Beijing, Chengdu, Shanghai and Shenyang whereas on Guangzhou city’s data, information loss is around 11% to 13%. The experiment on \( \text{Adult} \) and \( \text{PM2.5} \) show substantial difference in information loss, and this is caused by the \( QID \) composition, data distribution and amount of missingness in the data. \( \text{Adult} \) dataset contains eight categorical attribute whereas \( \text{PM2.5} \) data has two categorical attribute, thus, generalization of the tuple creates more uncertainty due to the high number of categorical attribute on \( \text{Adult} \) dataset. In addition, \( \text{PM2.5} \) contains less missingness compared to the \( \text{Adult} \) which leads more precise distance measurement, and this creates clusters with less information loss.

### B. Clustering

\( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) are designed to create a cluster when buffer and pocket have enough tuples to produce \( K \)-anonymous clusters. In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) the number of clusters for \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) are demonstrated by the varying expiration-band size and missingness for \( \text{Adult} \) and \( \text{PM2.5} \) dataset respectively. For \( \text{Adult} \) dataset, \( \text{FADS} \) creates more number of clusters compared to the most variations of \( X\text{-BAND} \). On the other hand, for \( \text{PM2.5} \) dataset, \( \text{FADS} \) creates almost identical or less number of clusters. There are numerous factors that affected the number of clustering, these are pocketing strategy of expiration-band and time complexity of single iteration of anonymization on \( X\text{-BAND} \) and data distribution and missingness. The expiration-band mechanism is designed to publish clusters with less information loss by transferring few expired tuples to the pocket for effective anonymization. During one iteration of anonymization, \( X\text{-BAND} \) outputs one \( K \)-anonymous cluster and moves few tuples to the pocket that have high potential of suppression, in contrast, \( \text{FADS} \) only outputs one \( K \)-anonymous cluster or single tuple which is published by re-using or suppression. Also, less missingness leads to more compact anonymization, therefore, number of clustering is almost identical for \( \text{PM2.5} \) dataset.

The total number of suppression for \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) are demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) for \( \text{Adult} \) and \( \text{PM2.5} \) datasets. From Fig. 4(a) we can identify that \( \text{FADS} \) suppressed minimum number of tuples compared to the variations of \( X\text{-BAND} \) on both graphs. However, overall figure of the graphs show almost identical trend in Fig. 4. As we discussed, \( \text{FADS} \) does not suppress tuple unless the sliding window is not eligible to produce \( K \)-anonymous cluster, and this occurs only when data streams is interrupted or ended. In our experiment, data is received without any external interruption until the end, and most suppression for \( \text{FADS} \) occurred in the end of the anonymization. On the other hand, pocket tuples must be suppressed after staying for \( \omega \) time, and this caused high number of suppression for \( X\text{-BAND} \).

### C. Clusters purity on \( \text{Adult} \) dataset

The \( \text{Adult} \) dataset contains significantly higher number of missingness compared to \( \text{PM2.5} \) dataset. Therefore, we evaluate cluster purity analysis on only \( \text{Adult} \) dataset. In Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) we illustrate the heatmap of cluster purity percentage on at most 6, 8 and 10 missing on \( \text{Adult} \) dataset for \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) respectively. \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) show almost identical result in terms of cluster purity in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b). It is expected that the less missingness of data leads to better data purity of clusters. The cluster purity for both \( \text{FADS} \) and \( X\text{-BAND} \) is 70% to 90% on dataset with
tuples having at most 6 missing values while having 40% to 70% on the dataset with at most 10 missing values in their tuples. Nevertheless, the increase of the $\beta$ cause less amount of missingness in published clusters, and this proves the effect of the distance function (see Definition 14) to anonymize and publish varied data streams with minimized missingness. Also, there are few clusters having remarkably low purity when $\beta = 0.75$, and these clusters are created around the end of the clustering which are performed on the remaining tuples that have high percentage of missingness.

D. Re-Using of $K$-anonymous clusters

Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) demonstrates the number of tuples that are anonymized by re-using generalization information of recently published $K$-anonymous cluster on Adult and PM2.5 datasets respectively. On Adult dataset, FADS show similar number of re-using compared to the several variations of the X-BAND. However, FADS re-use anonymized less number of tuples when $\alpha$ is decreased. On the other hand, X-BAND showed decrease of re-use when $\alpha$ is decreased from 1 to 0.5 and show substantial increase when $\alpha = 0.25$ and $\beta = 0.75$. This notable difference in re-use is expected when merging is more focused on the tuples similarity than the attributes distance. Also, for PM2.5 dataset, FADS demonstrate substantial difference in re-use anonymization around 600 whereas three variations of X-BAND re-used average 50 recently anonymized cluster for re-use anonymization. The main reason of this substantial difference in re-use is that the information loss on Adult is relatively higher for all algorithms compared to the information loss occurred on PM2.5 dataset. On Adult dataset all algorithms show information loss between 0.5 to 0.72 depending on the distance function settings, in contrast, on PM2.5 algorithms showed approximately 0.13 on Guangzhou PM2.5 dataset and 0.2 on other four cities’ PM2.5 datasets. Therefore, clusters formed from Adult is not tightly clustered compared to PM2.5 and this reduces the chance of re-use anonymization, thus, causes less number of re-using on PM2.5 dataset.

E. Runtime

The runtime of the FADS and X-BAND are illustrated on Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b). Overall, on Adult dataset, FADS shows very stable runtime for all the experiments, X-BAND(4) and X-BAND(6) spend approximately 2% less time compared to FADS. On the other hand, FADS uses approximately 4% less time compared to X-BAND(8) and X-BAND(10). Increase of the size of expiration-band $\Gamma$ causes more number of runs of KNN to publish single $K$-anonymous cluster and this results in more runtime for X-BAND. On the other hand, FADS executes only one KNN to publish a $K$-anonymous cluster and this leads to less runtime for FADS. However, on PM2.5 dataset, FADS, X-BAND(4) and X-BAND(6) show similar figure on runtime. In contrast, X-BAND(2) shows significant difference in runtime showing approximately 74000ms when $\alpha = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75$.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an algorithm X-BAND with sliding window anonymization scheme expiration-band along with weighted distance function for anonymizing varied data
streams with minimum missingness. X-BAND can be utilized to exploit varied data streams generated from IoT environment having uncontrollable missingness such as smart parking and smart healthcare. The mechanism of expiration-band helps to find the best cluster to publish at any instant, and the effect of multiple expiration of tuple is compensated by a pocket strategy. X-BAND showed significant improvement, 5% to 11% less information loss on Adult and 1% to 3% on PM2.5.
(a) Effect of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ on clusters’ purity on FADS for varying missingness

(b) Effect of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ on clusters’ purity on X-BAND for varying missingness

Fig. 5: Heatmap of clusters purity on FADS and X-BAND on Adult dataset

(a) Number of re-use anonymization for varying missingness and distance function on Adult

(b) Number of re-use anonymization for varying distance function on PM2.5

Fig. 6: Number of re-use anonymization for FADS and X-BAND on Adult and PM2.5
PM2.5 datasets, while resulting similar number of clustering and comparable suppression, re-using and runtime compared to FADS. However, the difference of suppression and re-use does not affect the overall performance of X-BAND as the information loss of anonymization showed substantial improvement over FADS. For future work, we will investigate on the optimization of distance function and expiration-band mechanism for anonymizing varied data streams. Finally, we will work on the development of self adaptive anonymization approaches for IoT data streams using artificial intelligence techniques. The main challenge will be the design of missingness prediction and adaptive distance metrics.
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